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The Alcott combines charm and function in an impressive, single-story home. Through the front 
hallway is the spacious great room, which opens to the eat-in nook and creates ideal space for 
entertaining friends and family. Just off the nook is the kitchen, with enough counter space for serious 
meal preparation and cooking. Tucked in the rear of the home, the master suite offers the perfect 
retreat at the end of a long day, complete with a private bath and huge walk-in closet. Two secondary 
bedrooms and an additional full bath are located off the foyer, offering plenty of space for children 
and out-of-town guests.

1,632-1,694 Sq. Ft. | 3 Bedrooms | 2 Baths
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* With optional masonry

* With optional masonry * With optional masonry



This depiction represents an artist’s conception of the elevation and floor plan and is not intended to be an exact representation 
or show specific detailing. Plans remain subject to change without notice. Drawings are not to scale. All measurements shown are 
approximate and not necessarily to scale. Location, size and construction of doors, windows, wall, fireplaces and any other items 
depicted may vary depending on elevation preference or choice of options and are subject to change without notice. Some options 
and elevations shown may not be available in every neighborhood; see Sales Manager for details. Due to normal construction 
tolerances, the room sizes shown may vary slightly. The Builder may change home design, materials, features and methods of 
construction without prior notice. Model homes may contain some optional features not available through the Builder.
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